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i .  INTRODUCTION 

The syntax of computer programming languages has been undergoing intensive 
study in recent years. Relatively little attention has been given to semantics. In this 
paper, we consider the semantics of a certain idealized programming language, LR, 
which resembles existing so-called "scientific" programming languages such as 
Fortran and Algol. Language LR is based on the Herbrand-G6del formal system ~'R 
of partial recursive functions as developed by Kleene [1], [2]. Within the framework 
of system ~ and Turing machines, we introduce some basic concepts which may be 
useful in developing a theory of semantics which embraces existing programming 
languages and computers. 

The central idea in our theory of semantics is that of "imbedding" a programming 
language L into some formal system o~. By this process, L becomes a subset of the set 
of well-formed formulas of o~ and the rules of derivation of oaz- are used as the basic 
operations in defining the semantics �9 of L. ~b is an operator which maps a program 
p in L onto a function. The pair (L, ~)  constitutes a "programming system" ~ .  The 
syntax of a programming system ~ is not an intrinsic part of ~ ,  since there are many 
ways of defining or generating the language L, e.g., by grammars or by various kinds 
of automata familiar to programmers and researchers in this area. Of course, one must 
choose some particular method of specifying the syntax in order to discuss and study 
the language L. Since this is not our main concern in this paper, we shall use natural 
language to define syntactic structure, but we shall insist that the definitions be 
inductive. This makes it possible to define the semantic operator ~b inductively, which 
creates interesting possibilities for checking programs mechanically and for construc- 
ting "compilers." 

Suppose ~ = (L, ~) and : ~ ' =  (L', ~ ' )  are two programming systems. By a 
compiler we mean a mapping F from L into L'. A compiler is "correct" if 
~'(F(p)) = ~(p) for p ~ L, that is, if the program p and its image f'(p) both define the 
same function. By defining q5 and ~ '  recursively it may be possible to prove the correct- 
ness of P. 
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The  preceding notions have been presented in a very general setting and with some 
inherent vagueness. The  main purpose of this study is to discover how to make the 
notions precise. T o  do this, we restrict our attention to two specific programming 
systems, ~R for recursive functions and ~ r  for Turing machines. This allows us to 
draw on the rigorous theory of recursive functions and Tur ing machines in making 
our concepts precise. At the same time, these two systems can serve as a prototype 
situation for many practical programming situations. For example, in Section 6 we 
give a construction for a compiler F~ for ~R and :~r which embodies several basic 
features found in practical compilers. We carry out the construction in such a way that 
it is possible to prove tha t / '~  is correct and we give such a proof. 

2. PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS AND COMPILERS 

We shall confine ourselves to programming systems for defining numerical func- 
tions, although the results which we shall present can be generalized to functions of 
a "more general" kind (mapping words onto words for example). Henceforth, all 
functions are numerical functions. A numerical function f is a mapping of some subset 
of .AX~ into ~/ ' ,  where ./ff is the set of nonnegative integers (henceforth simply "in- 
tegers") and ./ff~ is the set of k-tuples of integers, k ~ 1. We shall w r i t e f  : JV "k -~ .A f ,  
where the half-arrow emphasizes t h a t f m a y  be a partial function, i.e., its domain may 
be a proper subset of JV "k. A func t ionf  is said to be partially computable [3] if there is a 
Turing machine T x which "computes f " ,  that is, given any k-tuple of numerals 
071 ,..., nk) on its tape, T I will compute the numeral n0 as its final result if and only if 
f (nl ,..., nk) = no. (Here, we have used the notation ~ for the numeral denoting the 
integer n). We shall denote the set of all partially computable functions by ~. 

DEFINITION 1. By a programming system we mean a pair (L, q~), where L is a 
recursive set of words, called programs, over some finite alphabet and ~ is a partial 
mapping of L onto ~. L is called a programming language and q5 is called a semantic 
operator. T h e  words in the domain of q~ are called effective programs. 

As the "p r imary"  programming system, we take a system based on Turing machines. 
A Turing machine may be described by a finite set of instructions, each instruction 
being a quadruple, for example, as in [3]. A Turing program is a word consisting of a 
string of such instructions. We shall not go into the syntactic details of specifying the 
exact form of a Turing program. As is well-known, this can be done in many ways. In 
fact, one may consider instructions in forms other than the quadruple (e.g., [4], [5], [6]). 
We shall assume that a suitable syntax has been chosen and we denote the set of all 
such Tur ing programs by L r .  With each Turing program I eL T we can associate a 
partially computable numerical function. This  can also be done in several well-known 
ways and exact details are not necessary for the present discussion. (See [1] and [3] for 
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two methods.) What matters is that there exists some mapping ~ r  of L r  onto the set cr 
A pair (LT, @r) is a programming system by Definition 1. We shall call it a Turing 
programming system and denote it by ~ r .  System ~T is analogous to existing "machine 
language" programming systems; i.e., a Turing program I is a string of instructions, 
each instruction being describable in machine-like terms (e.g., right-shift, left-shift, 
write a character on the tape), and the effect of each instruction being described in 
terms of a change in the "total machine configuration" (internal state plus contents of 
memory tape). The final result obtained by following the instructions is a numeral S o 
contained on some part of the tape (memory) in a "final" total configuration reached 
by a precisely determined sequence of total configurations starting with an initial 
configuration containing a k-tuple of numerals, (~1 ,..., g~). We say that 1 defines a 
function ~br(I ) having the value n o at the point (n~ ,..., nk). Thus, the semantic operator 
r r is defined with reference to a particular computer, the Turing machine. Since a 
Turing machine is a very elementary device, we feel that we "understand" the defi- 
nition of the semantic operator @r in every detail. Notwithstanding the simplicity of 
the definition of @r, the problem of determining whether or n o t  ~ r ( I )  = q3r(I" ) for 
two arbitrary Turing programs I and I '  is recursively unsolvable [7]. This does not 
prevent us from regarding ~ r  as a well-defined mapping. Indeed, given any program 
I ~ L r  and any initial machine configuration containing the arguments n- 1 ,..., ak on the 
tape, we can ascertain by a purely clerical procedure that the unique value to be asso- 
ciated with (n 1 ,..., nk) by the function qbT(I ) is n o if indeed there is such a value. If the 
function ~z( I )  is undefined at (n 1 ,..., n~), we may not be able to find this out by a finite 
procedure. Nevertheless, we are prone to regard the operator ~ r  as clearly specifying 
a function ~r ( I ) ,  which, by definition, is partially computable. The situation for other 
programming systems is more complex. 

Suppose we are given a programming language L and a mapping ~b which purports 
to associate a partially computable function with certain programs p c L. To verify 
that (L, @) is a programming system according to Definition 1, we must establish that 
q~(p) is a partially computable function, whenever qS(p) is defined, and that for any 
f c  ~ there exists ap  inL such t ha t f  = ~b(p). To prove that r ~ c~ for a givenp, we 
must prove the existence of a Turing machine I which computes ~b(p). More than that, 
we would like the proof to be constructive, that is, it should specify an effective proce- 
dure which produces I when given p. This motivates the next two definitions. 

DEFINITION 2. Let (L, ~) be a programming system. By a Turing compiler for 
(L, @) we mean an effective procedure (i.e., a Turing machine) P which defines a 
partial mapping of L into L r ,  the set of Turing programs. A Turing compiler F is 
said to be complete if the intersection of the domain of P with the domain of ~b is 
mapped onto ~ by ~. 

DEFINITION 3. Let (L, q~) be a programming system. Let (Lr ,  r be a Turing 
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programming system and let F be a Turing compiler for (L, ~b). F is said to be correct 
if the following diagram commutes: 

F 
L " L r  

FIG. i. 

i.e., q~(p) ---- q~r(F(p)) whenever both sides of the equation are defined. 

We can extend these concepts to arbitrary programming systems. Thus, if (L', q~') 
is a programming system, by an L-to-L' compiler F' we mean a partial mapping 
F '  : L ~ L'.  F '  is correct if ~(p) = qcF'(p) so that the following diagram commutes: 

F '  
L , L '  

Fxa. 2. 

/ "  is said to be complete if the intersection of its domain with the domain of @ is 
mapped onto cC by @ and if F'(p) is an effective program in L'  for every p in this 
intersection. 

(Remark. In general, the set of programsL is defined syntactically, while the subset 
of effective programs is defined semantically. In designing a programming language 
L, the aim is usually to have each program in L correspond to a (partial) function. 
However, this aim is not always achieved, so that certain programs, while syntactically 
correct, do not define functions. In particular, in some programming systems, we may 
wish to hold the syntax to a minimum to simplify the system. This may permit the 
existence of programs which are not effective, in that they do not define functions. In 
"normal" usage, these non-effective programs would not arise.) We shall illustrate 
these ideas in the next section. 

3. THE G6DEL-HERBRAND--KLEENE PROGRAMMING SYSTEM ~R 

~ (LR, q~R) is a programming system in which numerical functions are defined 
by strings of equations. Thus, the language LR consists of programs in the form of 
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finite sequences of equations involving variables, function symbols and numerals. In 
this respect, it resembles Fortran and Algol. However, it differs from these systems in 
that it is non-algorithmic; i.e., a program does not prescribe a unique algorithm for 
evaluating the function which it defines. Actually, this is also true of Fortran and 
Algol to a very small degree, since certain arithmetic expressions can be evaluated in 
several possible orders. However, in system ~R, no explicit ordering of the operations 
is imposed by the syntactic structure of a program, although, as we shall see, there is 
a more-or-less natural implicit ordering. For example, there are no explicit "control 
statements" in a program in LR comparable to the " IF" ,  " G O  T O "  and "DO"  
statements of Fortran. 

We shall now describe the system ~ in detail, first giving the syntax of L~ and then 
defining the semantic operator ~b R . The method of defining ~R is of particular interest, 
since it appears to be applicable to many existing programming languages of the 
so-called "higher level" type, that is, languages whose semantics are not dependent on 
machine-like instructions (such as those which move data from one part of memory to 
another). By adopting a different standpoint, the method can also be extended to 
machinelike languages. The semantics of a Turing programming system can serve as 
a prototype for the latter. Since existing higher-level languages contain some machine- 
like statements, a combination of the two techniques will have to be used in defining 
their semantics. Both techniques are based on the idea of introducing a formal system 
(i.e., a set of well-formed formulas and rules of derivation, the rules being effective 
procedures) as the framework for computations. In a Turing programming system, 
the well-formed formulas represent the contents of memory, which include the in- 
structions of a given program p, and the formal system may be viewed as a universal 
Turing machine. In system ~R, the semantic operator ~R is defined by "imbedding" 
the language LR in a formal system oq~'R as the set of well-formed formulas of ~z-~. Thus, 
one only needs to know L~'s syntax to comprehend the semantic rules. The latter are 
based on the rules of derivation of ~ R ,  which can be viewed as the "basic operations" 
from which we construct the function f to be associated with a program p. Each rule 
of derivation of a formal system is an effective procedure. Therefore, these basic 
operations can be carried out by Turing programs. Since the semantic operator ~x  
can be defined in a recursive manner in terms of the basic Turing programs, it becomes 
possible to construct a compiler P R : LR --~Lr in such a way that its completeness and 
correctness can be proven inductively. 

Since the notion of an imbedding into a formal system is a central one, we give an 
explicit general definition. 

DEFINITION 4. By an imbedding of a programming system (L, ~)  into a formal 
system o~- we mean an injective mapping ~b of L into the set of well-formed formulas 
of o~- such that the function cp = ~(p) associated with p e L  can be evaluated by 
performing a derivation from ~b(p) in system o~-; i.e., by applying the rules of derivation 
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to the formula ~b(p) and an m-tuple of numerals (nx ,.-., n~), we can compute 
~0(nl . . . . .  n , . ) .  

Rather than try to explain this idea further in a general context, we shall illustrate 
it by applying it to system ~ ,  which we now proceed to define formally. 

DEFINITION 5. Language LR is a set of words, called programs, over an alphabet X 
consisting of the following symbols: 

0, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 called digits 

x the variable symbol 

F the function symbol 

' the successor symbol 

= the equality sign 

; the semicolon 

( the left-parenthesis 

) the right-parenthesis 

, the comma. 

In describing the syntax of LR,  we frequently use these symbols autonymously. The  
set of programs is defined in a natural way by first defining inductively the sets of  
numerals, variables, function names, terms and equations. A program is simply a string 
of equations. 

(5.1) A numeral is a string of digits or a string of digits followed by one or more 
successor symbols, e.g., 1, 2, 215, 014, 3', 5". I f  ~ is a numeral, we shall write ~ + 1 
instead of ~7'. e.g., 2' can be replaced by 2 + 1. 

(5.2) A variable is a word of the form x~, where ~ is a numeral containing no 
successor symbols, e.g., xl ,  x2, x95. (We shall write x l ,  x 2 , x95 for convenience.) 

(5.3) A function name is a word of the form F~, where ~ is a numeral without 
successor symbols, e.g., FI ,  F2, F25 (written F 1 , F~, F25 ). 

(5.4) A term is defined inductively as follows: 

(i) Numerals and variables (followed by successor symbols) are terms. 

(ii) I f  t 1 ,..., tin, m >~ 1, are terms and f is a function name, then f ( t  1 ..... tin) 
is a term. The ti are called the arguments off .  

(iii) There are no other terms. 
e.g., x 1 , 2, Fl(Xl, x2,0) ,  FI(Fz(xl ,  0)). 

(5.5) An equation is a word of the form t 1 ~ t 2 ; ,  where t 1 and t 2 are terms. 
e.g., Fx(xx , 0) = Fs(x~ , F3(Xl)); 
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(5.6) A program is a string (finite sequence) of equations. 

(Remark. LR could have been specified by a grammar. It  is left as an exercise to the 
reader to verify that LR is context-free.) 

DEI~INITION 6. The  formal system of recursivefunctions ~R consists of the language 
La as its set of well-formed formulas and the following three rules of derivation: 

(6.1) Substitution. Let p be a program containing an equation e. I f  y is a 
variable occurring in e and ff is a numeral, then the equation e a obtained from e by 
substituting ~ for every occurrence o f y  in e is said to be derived from e by substitution. 
The program pe 1 is said to be derived from p by substitution. We write this relation as 
RsuB(p, pel). (Note. We include the case e a = e of no occurrences ofy . )  

(6.2) Replacement. Let p be a program containing an equation e 1 of the form 
f (n l  ..... n m ) =  n0 ; where the ni ,  0 ~ i ~ m, are numerals a n d f  is a function name. 
Let e 2 be an equation in p containing the term f (n l  ,..-, n~). An equation e obtained 
from e 2 by replacing any occurrence of f(nx ..... ~ )  by the numeral no is said to be 
derivable from e 1 and e~ by replacement. The  program pe is said to be derivable from p 
by replacement. We write this relation as RR~p(p, pe). 

(6.3) Counting. The  numeral ~ + 1 can be replaced by the numeral 
n + 1 denoting the integer n + 1; e.g., 2 + 1 can be replaced by 3, 7 + 1 by 8, 
241 + 1 by 242, etc. 

(Remark. This is a detail arising from our choice of decimal notation. I f  we had 
instead chosen the notation 0 for 0, 0 '  for 1, 0" for 2, etc., then ~ ' (= f i  + 1) would 
already be the numeral denoting the integer n + 1.) 

It  is a simple matter to verify thatLR is a recursive subset of X*,  the set of words over 
the alphabet X. Likewise, one can verify that the rules of derivation are recursive 
relations RsuB, Rrmp, Rcotr~r in L R X LR �9 Thus, (p, q) ~ Rsv~ if and only if q is 
derivable f r o m p  by substitution, that is, q = pe, where e is an equation derivable from 
some equation in p by substitution, and sifnilarly for R ~ ,  and Rcourcr �9 Therefore, 
~'a is indeed a formal system. As in any formal system, we have 

DEFINITION 7. The  relation p ~ q of derivability holds for any p, q ~ LR if and only 
if there exists a sequence (Pl,  P~ ..... P~), Pi ~ LR, Pl = P, P~ = q, n ~> 1, such that 
each p~, 2 ~ i ~ n, is derivable from P~-I by one of the rules of derivation. Such a 
sequence (Pl ,.--, P,~) will be called a computation in ~-R. Since Pi = P~-lei-1, a com- 
putation gives rise to a sequence (p, el ,..., e,~). For such a sequence, which we shall 
also call a computation of e~, we shall say that equation e~ is derivable from p and write 
p w- e~. n is the length of the computation. 
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We are now ready to define the semantic operator ~R �9 

DEFINITION 8. Let  p ~ Le be a program. A function name f in p is said to have 
degree m in p i f f  always occurs in p with precisely m arguments, m ~ 1. Otherwise, f 
has no degree. I f  every function name in p has a degree, then p is said to be a normal 
program. 

(Remark. In  a normal program, a function n a m e f  of degree m may be thought of as 
denoting a numerical function f :d f / ' ' ~  --" W,, since f always occurs in the form 

f ( t l  ..... tm).) 

The semantic operator ~R will be defined on a subset of the set of normal programs. 
Henceforth, all programs are assumed to be normal. 

DEFINITION 9. Let p ~LR be a program. A function name f of degree m in p is 
said to be single-valued in p if for each m-tuple of numerals (nt .... , nm) at most one 
equation of the form 

f ( g l  ..... gin) = g0; (1) 

where n0 is a numeral, is derivable f rom p. An equation of the form (1) is called an 
evaluation equation. 

DEFINITION 10. Let p 6 La. Let  the last equation in p be of the form 
f ( t  1 ..... tin) = to; where f is a function name and the t i are terms, 0 ~< i ~ m. f is 
called the principal function name in p. I f f  is single-valued in p, let ~ be the numerical 
function such that ~(n a ..... n,,) = n o if and only if the equa t ion f (~  1 ,..., n m ) =  no ; is 
derivable f r omp .  (gi is the numeral representing the integer ni. ) We define the semantic 
operator ~R by @R(P) - -  ~. We say that p defines q~. 

Remark 1. Since f is required to be single-valued in p, at most one equation 
f (n l  ..... n m ) =  n0; is derivable from p for any given m-truple (fix ,-.., nm)- Hence, 
is indeed a function, ~ : M/'m --, W.. Since we have specified a particular function name 
f in p (i.e., the first one in the last equation, if any), ~ is uniquely determined by p. 
Hence ~R is a mapping defined on a subset of LR into the set of numerical functions. 
I t  is known [1] that ~R maps onto c6', as required by Definition 1. (It  will be recalled 
that the proof  proceeds by showing that every ~ 6 c6' can be defined by a program p 
consisting of equations each of which is an instance of one of Kleene's  schemata I -VI .  
Kleene shows how to replace VI by three equations of system ~ .) 

Less is known about the domain of ~R .  Not every normal program p defines a 
function. As a trivial example, let Pl consist of the two equations, 

l Fl(xl) = 1; 
Px Fl(xx) = 2; .  
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The  evaluation equations derivable from Pl are of the formF,(4)  = 1; and F1(4 ) = 2; 
Hence, F 1 is not single-valued in p , .  A less trivial example is the following: 

I Fl (x l )  = x 1 + 1; 
P2 ~2(Xl)  = Fl(F2(~r " 

In  order to derive an evaluation equation for F 2 , we must substitute a numeral ~ for x a . 
This would yieldF=(4)=FI(F2(~)) ;  so that to obtain a single numeral as the right 
member of the equation, we would first have to replace the termF~(4) by a numeral. 
But again, this requires deriving an equation of the form F2(,i ) = ,go; and we are led 
to an "infinite loop" procedure. Thus,  F 2 is associated with a function whose domain 
is empty. Now suppose we adjoin to P2 the equation, 

F~(0) = 2; 

Then  we can derive successively 

F,.(o) = FI(&(0)) ;  

F~(0) = F1(2); 

F1(2) = 3; 

&CO) = 3; 

Hence, F= is not single-valued. 
We shall now give sufficient conditions to insure that a program defines a function. 

More general results are given in [2], but  for the purpose of constructing our compiler 
it is convenient to state a simpler version here. Certain rather obvious necessary but 
not sufficient conditions could also be stated, but conditions which are both necessary 
and sufficient are not known. Indeed, it is not known whether the domain of ~R is a 
recursive set. However, by remark 1 above, if qsR(p) is defined, then the function q}R(P) 
is in <g. We shall, in effect, construct a machine which computes ~g(p) for certain p 
when we construct our Turing compiler. 

Remark  2. A compiler F~ which associates a Turing machine with every p in the 
domain of  qsg can be constructed as follows. There exists a Tur ing machine, T~, 
which generates all computations starting with a given program p. (This is a known 
result that applies to any formal system; i.e., the set of derivations is recursively 
enumerable.) As T~ generates each derivation, another machine, Tn,  examines the last 
equation to determine whether it is of the form f(41 ..... 4~) = 4 o where (41 ..... ~7~) is 
the giveh m-tuple and f is the principal function name inp  (Definition 10). If  so, then 
,7 0 is marked as the final resuk and the machine halts. I f  not, the machine T~ continues 
to generate derivations. By this exhaustion procedure, the machine will compute the 
value of ~(nl ,..., nm) whenever (nl .... , n~) is in the domain of the function ~ --  r 
and otherwise will not halt. In effect, we have sketched a universal Turing machine, 
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Tu, to compute any such ~. T~ consists of T e and T n (suitably connected). The 
compiler /'~ would be a very simple Turing machine. Given a program p ~L~, / ' e -  
would produce instructions to write p on the tape of T u and then append to these 
instructions those of T u . The resulting Turing program I would compute ~ by the 
exhaustive enumeration process just described. Such a compiler is obviously complete. 
To prove its correctness, one would first prove that the program which writes p is 
correct. This program would be rather simple and its correctness easily proved by an 
induction on the length of the word p. The program for the enumeration machine T~ 
would be more complicated (e.g., one might G6delize and enumerate G6del numbers 
of derivations) but again, its correctness could be proved by an induction, this time on 
the number of equations in p. In fact, we can state a general property of programming 
systems which covers this case. 

PROPOSITION. I f  a programming system can be imbedded in a formal system, then there 
exists a correct Turing compiler for the system. 

This proposition is an immediate consequence of the definition of imbedding and 
the general result that the set of derivable formulas in a formal system is recursively 
enumerable. The enumeration procedure is the heart of the compiler. We have indicat- 
ed that its correctness can be proved by an induction. In constructing such a proof, 
one has to have a description of the enumerative procedure. For many purposes, a 
natural language description suffices. However, in dealing with actual compilers, 
effective procedures are written in some sort of procedural (i.e., algorithmic) program- 
ming language which permits--and forces--all details to be stated explicitly. The 
proof of correctness becomes correspondingly more detailed and, in most practical 
cases, hopelessly complicated. We shall not attempt such a proof for the compiler -Pe, 
since it holds little interest from a practical standpoint. However, in Section 6, we 
shall give the construction of a compiler/ 'R which resembles practical compilers in 
many respects. We shall use a programming language to describe/ 'R and then prove 
the correctness of / 'R �9 To prepare the way for this, we now develop certain results for 
system ~ .  

4. PROPER PROGRAMS 

Part of the mystery surrounding the domain of @R stems from the nonrecursive 
character of Definition 10. For a certain subset of "proper" programs now to be 
defined, a recursive definition of ~g can be given. 

DEFINITION 1 1. Let t be a term. By the depth of t we mean a nonnegative integer, 
d(t), defined recursively as follows: 
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(i) If  t is a numeral or a variable followed by a finite sequence (possibly empty) 
of successor symbols, then d(t) --  O. 

(ii) I f  t is of the form f ( t  1 ..... tm) where f is a function name and t 1 ..... t,~ are 
terms, then 

d(t) = 1 + max {d(tj)}. 
1 < . j < m  

For example, FI(F~(x~, 0)) has depth 2, FI(Fz(Fs(O, 1, x~))) has depth 3 and so on. 

DEFINITION 12. An equation t I ~--- t 2 ; is said to beproper i fd(t l)  = 1. 

DEFINITION 13. A program p in LR is said to be proper if it has the following three 
properties: 

(i) Every equation in p is proper; 

(ii) Let  f be a function name of degree m in p. For any m-tuple of numerals 
(nl ,..., nm) there is at most one equation e inp  such that an equation havingf(~ 1 ,..., ~m) 
as its left number  is derivable from e; 

(iii) Every variable which occurs at least once on the right side of an equation of 
p also occurs at least once on the left side of that equation. 

In considering computations in ~ a ,  it is clear that we can ignore equations of the 
form ~ ---- t; where gis  a numeral. We shall assume that all programs and computations 
do not contain any such equations. With this convention, we state the obvious result, 
leaving the proof to the reader, 

LEMMA 1. Let p be a proper program. I f  p a is a program such that p ~---Pl , then every 
equation in Pl is proper. 

In the next theorem, we prove that every proper program defines a function accord- 
ing to Definition 10. To  carry out the proof, we shall use the notion of a "defining 
equation" defined as follows. 

DEFINITION 14. Let t be an arbitrary term. An equation t 1 = t2; is called a 
defining equation of t if there exists a sequence of (zero or more) substitutions which 
transform t 1 into t. 

For example, f l (x l  + 1, 2) = t 2 ; is a defining equation of the term f1(1, 2) and of 
any equation of the formfl (~  , 2) = tz ; where ~ : / :  0. It  is not a defining equation of 
the term fl(0 , 2) or of fl(1 , 3). Note that f l(0 , 1, 2) = tz;  is a defining equation of 
fl(0, 1, 2). 

DEFINITION 15. A term v of the formf(~ ,  .... ~,~), w h e r e f i s  a function name and 
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nl ,..-, ~,~ are numerals is called a valuator. An equation of the form v = ~0 ; where 
n0 is a numeral,  is called an evaluation equation for v and ho is called a numerical value 
of v. If  s = t; is a defining equation for v and v = t o ; is the equation obtained by 

transforming s into v by substitutions, then we call t o a defining term for v. 

Property (ii) of Definition 13 insures that every valuator v has at most one defining 
equation in a proper program. Hence, v has a unique defining term. The  next theorem 

shows that v also has a unique numerical value assigned to it by a proper program. 

THEOREM 1. Let p be a proper program. Let Pl be a program such that p ~--PPl and 

the last equation e of  ppl is f ( K  1 .... ,nm) = no ; where f is a function name and the ni , 
0 <~ i ~ m, are numerals. Supposep' is anotherprogram such tha tp  ~---pp' and the last 

equation e' of  pp'  has the form f ( ~ l  ..... ~m) = no ; .  Then no = no, that is, f is single- 
valued in p. 

Proof. (By induction on the length (number  of equations) k of Pl .) Basis. k = O. 
In  this case, Pl is an empty string of equations, so that e must be the last equation ofp. 
By property (ii) of a proper program, f ( n l  ..... ~,~) has a unique defining equation in p, 
and therefore it must be e. But then e' must  be identical to e and n0 = no �9 

Induction step. Assume that the theorem is true for all programs of length ~ k and 
suppose the length ofpa is k + 1. (k >~ 0.) As before, there is precisely one defining 

equation, e a say, of v in p. e 1 must have the form 

f ( t l  ..... tin) = to;,  

where d(t~) = O, 1 <~ i <~ m, by property (i) of a proper program. If  t o is a numeral ~, 

then n0 = n ~ no, since neither computation pp nor pp' can change ~. If d(to) = 0 
and to is not a numeral, then t o consists of some variable x i followed by zero or more 
successor symbols. By property (iii) of a proper program, xi must occur on the left 

side of e 1 at least once, say in term t i . Therefore, both computations must transform t i 
into a t by substitution of the same numeral  for x~. This one substitution also trans- 

forms t o into no and n o respectively, which implies'that no = no- 
Now, suppose d(to) > O, so that t o contains at least one function name. Let f / b e  the 

rightmost function name in t o . Then  f i  occurs in a subterm of the form f i (u I ,..., uq), 
where d(ui) = 0 ,  1 ~ i ~ q. If some ui contains a variable xr ,  then x r occurs at least 
once in some term t~ on the left side of e 1 . Since d(tj) = 0, this determines uniquely 
the numeral to be substituted for x r in order to transform tj into ~j .  Therefore, the 
same substitutions must be made in PPl and pp' in transforming f i (u  a ,..., uq) into a 
term of the form f/(51 ..... 5q), where the zi are numerals. Since the latter term must be 
replaced by a numeral,  there must  an evaluation equation e 2 of the form 

, - - v  �9 t 
f~(zl ,..., z~) = z0 " inppx and an equationfi(gl  ,..., ~q) = z o , m p p .  But e~ is obtained 
by a computation PP2, where p~ is a subsequence of pl  and therefore of length ~< k. By 
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the induction hypothesis, Zo = Zo �9 Hence, the term fi(u 1 ..... ua) is replaced by the 
same numeral in both PPl and pp'. The  same proof applies to any other term of depth 1 
in t o . By an induction on the depth of a term, the argument can be extended to all 
terms in t o . Suppose it is true that all terms in to of depth ~ I are replaced by the same 
numeral in both PPl and pp'. Let f j(v 1 ..... vs) be a term of depth l + 1 in t o . Since 
d(vi) <~ l, 1 ~ i ~ r, each vi is replaced by the same numeral ~i in PPl and 
pp'. By the same reasoning as before, we find that there exist evaluation equations 
f~-(dx ..... ds) = ao ; and fj(dl ,..., as) = ao ; in PPl and pp' respectively. The  first of 
these equations is obtained by a computation PP3 where P3 is of length ~ k. By the 
main induction hypothesis, d o = a o . Hence, 3~(vl ,..., v~) is replaced by the same 
numeral in PPl and pp', completing the induction on depth. Therefore, this must hold 
for all subterms in to, including t o itself. Hence, n0 = no, completing the induction 
o n  k. 

As an immediate consequence, we may state 

THEORME 2. Every proper program p is in the domain of the semantic operator q~n , 
that is, every proper program defines a function. 

Furthermore, every partially computable function can be defined by a proper 
program. To  prove this, we observe that every function ~ ~ c~ has a "partial recursive 
description" [1] consisting of a string of equations each of which is an instance of 
one of the six Kleene schemata. I t  is clear that every equation in schemata I - V  is 
proper and satisfies condition (iii) of Definition 13. It is known that schemata VI can 
be replaced by three proper equations satisfying (iii). (See [1].) Finally, a partial 
recursive description obviously satisfies (ii) of Definition 13. For convenience, we 
state this result as 

THEOREM 3. Let Lv be the set of proper programs. Then q~l~(Lv) = c~. 

Theorem 1 establishes that a sufficient condition that a program p define a function 
is that p be proper. This condition is certainly not necessary. In  particular, property (i) 
is not necessary as the following trivial example shows: 

F ~ ( x ~ )  = x~ ; 
P FI(Fz(xl) ) = x 1' ;.  

Obviously, Fl(xl) = x'l(= xx + 1) is a function, but the second equation in p is not 
proper. Another trivial example, 

I rx(xO = O; 
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shows that property (iii) also is not necessary. Finally, we note that property (ii) is not 
necessary, since we can have the program 

I F2(Xl) = x 1 ; 
p F~(x~) = x ,  ; 

Fl(Xl) = F 2 ( X l )  ; 

which defines the function Fl(Xl) = x I . I t  seems clear that such trivial counter- 
examples must first be eliminated by reduction of a program to some irredundant 
minimal form before we can hope to state necessary conditions which are nontrivial. 

5. THE STRUCTURE OF PROPER PROGRAMS 

In Section 6, we shall redefine ~R on the set of proper programs in a recursive 
manner. This requires some analysis of the structure of proper programs. Throughout  
this section p denotes a proper program. 

DEFINITION 16. Let v andF v* be two valuators, v* is said to be a p-precursor of v 
(written v* ~ , )  if an equation of the form v = t; is derivable f r o m p  and the term t 
contains at least one occurrence of v*. v* is said to be an immediate p-predecessor of v 
(written v* <~  v) if v* is a p-precursor of v and there exists an evaluation equation for 
v* which is derivable from p. (When p is understood, we shall suppress it and say 
simply "precursor" and "immediate predecessor," writing v*<~ v and v * <  v 
respectively.) 

As a simple example to illustrate these relations, let p be the program 

I A(xO = x~ ; 
p f2(1) = 2; 

L ( X l )  = A(A(x~)) ;. 

Clearly, fl(1) < f3(1), since by substitution of 1 for x 1 we obtain fs(1) = f2( f~(1));. 
Since the evaluation equation fl(1) = 1 is derivable by substituting 1 for x 1 in the 
first equation of p, we also have f l ( 1 ) <  f a(1). Replacing fl(1) by 1, we then derive 
fa(1) =f2(1) .  Hence, fa(1)-(fa(1).  Further, since f2(l) = 2; is (derivable from) the 
second equation of p, we have also f2(1) < f3(1). Finally,f1(2) < fa(2) and f2(2) • fa(2), 
as we see by substituting 2 for x 1 in the third equation of p and 2 for x 1 in the first. 
However, we do not have f2(2 ) < fs(2) because no evaluation equation is derivable for 
the term f2(2). 

There exists a proper program p for which the relation < ~  is not recursive. This is 
a consequence of the next theorem. 
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THEOmSM 4. I f  <~ is a recursive relation, then the domain of the function d~ defined by 
p is a recursive set. 

Proof. Let  f be the principal function name in p and of degree m. For  an arbitrary 
m-tuple of numerals  (nl ,-.-, Am) we can determine by inspection of p whether there 
exists a defining equation e in p for the te rm v = f (~ l  ,.-., ~m). I f  a defining equation 
does not exist, then (n,..., n,~) cannot be in the domain of~.  If  e exists, it is unique and 
we can derive a unique equation of the form v = t; from e by substitutions. The  
defining term t contains no variables (by property (iii) of Definition 13). I f  t is a 
numeral, then v = t; is an evaluation equation and (n 1 .... , n~) is in the domain of $. 
Suppose depth (t) ~ 1. For  any valuator v* in t, there is an effective procedure for 
determining whether  or not v* < v. Since v* is a precursor of v, the relation fails to 
hold only if there is no evaluation equation for v*, in which case there can be no 
evaluation equation for v. Hence, (n 1 .... , n,~) is not in the domain of 4. On the other 
hand, if v* < v, there exists a computat ion which produces an equation v* = ~ ; ,  
where ~ is a numeral .  Since there is an effective procedure for enumerat ing all compu- 
tations, we can use it to generate the numeral  ~, which is unique (by Theorem I). W e  
replace v* by ~ in term t. Applying the same procedure to each valuator in t, we either 
find that (n x ,..., n,~) is not in the domain ofg~ or we derive a new equation v ----- t I ; ,  
where depth (tl) = depth (t) - -  1, T h e  entire procedure is i terated for t l ,  t2 .... , pro-  
ducing a sequence of terms such that  depth  (t~.) ----- depth (tr - -  1. After a finite 
number of steps, either we obtain a te rm tk of depth zero, which must then be a 
numeral  indicating that  (n x ,..., n,~) is in the domain orS ,  or else we obtain a term tk 
which contains a precursor v* such that  the relation v* < v does not hold, which 
implies that  (n 1 ..... n,~) is not in the domain of 6. Thus,  we have given art effective 
procedure for the domain; i.e., it is a recursive set. 

COROLLARY. There exists a proper program p such that <~, is not recursive. 

Proof. There  exists a partial recursive function whose domain is not recursive and 
every partial  recursive function can be defined by a proper program. 

Open question: Does there exist a proper  program p for which the precursor 
relation < ~  is not  recursive ? (See Theorem 10 for a pert inent result.) The  relation < ~  
is not a partial  ordering in general. T o  obtain one, we take the transitive closure. 

DEFINITION 17. Let  v and v* be two valuators, v* is said to be a p-ancestor 
of v (writ ten v* ~ v) if either v = v* or there exists a sequence of valuators v i ,  
I ~ i ~ k ( k  > /2 ) ,  such that 

( W h e n p  is clear from the context we call v* simply an ancestor ofv and write v* ~< v.) 
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THEOREM 5. Let  v be a valuator. Le t  s = t; be a defining equation for  v in p.  Every 
precursor v* o f  v is obtained by a computation transforming a subterm f i ( t  1 ,..., tin) of  t 
into v* and s into v. Every such subterm gives rise to at most one precursor of v. 

Proof. By Definition 16, if v* ~ v, there must be a computation leading to an 
equation of the form v = t* ; ,  where t* contains v*. By property (ii) of proper pro- 
grams, this computation must start with the defining equation and must include steps 
which transform s into v by substitutions. Further transformations are the result of 
replacements in the right member t. I f  v* is of  the form f~(~l ,.--, ~ ) ,  there must 
obviously be a term of the formfi( t  1 .... , t~) in t which is transformed into v*. 

Conversely, suppose f d t l  ,..., t~) is such a subterm. I f  there exists a computation 
transforming this subterm into a valuator v* and s into v, then v* is unique; i.e., there 
is no computation transforming s into v andf~(t 1 ,..., tin) into a valuator other than v*. 
This is certainly true iffi(t  1 ..... tin) is of depth 1, since then each t~ is either a numeral 
or a variable followed by successor symbols. In the latter case, the variable occurs in 
the term s (property (iii) of proper programs) and ti is transformed into a unique 
numeral by one of the substitutions which transform s into v. Now, suppose the asser- 
tion is true for all subterms of depth < d and l e t f i ( q  .... , tm) be a subterm of depth d. 
The t~., 1 ~< j ~ m, are of depth < d. I f  there is a computation which transforms 
f i ( t l  ,..., tin) into a valuator v* and s into v, then it must transform t~ into a numeral 
~j, 1 ~ j ~ m. I f  tj is of the form f j (s l , . . . ,  s~), tj must be transformed first into a 
valuator v~. By the induction hypothesis, this valuator is unique, vj is subsequently 
replaced by a numeral ~ ,  which is unique by Theorem 1. If  t~. is of depth 0, then it must 
be transformed into a numeral ~ by a substitution uniquely determined by v. Thus, 
all the terms tj are transformed into numerals ffj uniquely determined by v. The result, 
v*, is also unique. This completes the induction on d. 

THEOREM 6. Let  v be a valuator. In  any computation y of  an evaluation equation for  
v, every ancestor of  v must occur in the right member of  at least one equation of y. 

Proof. (By induction on the length k of the computation y.) There is a unique 
defining equation s = t; o fv  inp.  I f k  = 1, then depth (t) = 0 and v has no ancestors. 
Hence, the theorem is true vacuously. Assume the theorem is true for all computations 
of length < k. I f  depth (t) = 0, again v has no ancestors and the theorem is true. 
Suppose depth (t) > 0. Iff i ( t l  ..... t,~) is a subterm of t, it must be transformed into a 
valuator v* by y. Subsequently, v* is replaced by a numeral. Hence, v* is an immediate 
predecessor of v. Now, y must also transform s into v. Thus v* is the only immediate 
predecessor of v which arises f rom f i ( t  1 .... , tin). (Theorem 5.) This shows that every 
immediate predecessor of v must occur in the right member of at least one equation 
of y. Each immediate predecessor fi(~l .... ,nm) must be replaced by a numeral in a 
subcomputation Yi of y. Since the length of Yi is < k, the induction hypothesis 
applies and every ancestor off~(~ a ..... ~,,) must occur in the right member of some 
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equation of 7i (and therefore of 7). Since every ancestor of v is either an immediate 
predecessor of v or an ancestor of an immediate predecessor, this completes the induc- 
tion and the proof. 

THEOREM 7. For any proper program p the ancestor relation ~ is a partial ordering. 

Proof. Reflexivity and transitivity are immediate from Definition 17. We must 
establish antisymmetry. Let v* ~ v and v* z~ v. We shall show that we cannot also 
have v ~ v*. 

By Definitions 16 and 17, v* ~ v implies the existence of a computation 
7* ~ (P, el .... , ek) where ek is an evaluation equation of the form v* = a ; .  Let  7* be 
of minimal length among all such computations. It follows that every equation e~ is 
necessary to the derivation of v* = a ; .  I f  v ~ v*, then k > 1 and by Theorem 6, 
v must occur in the right member of some equation e~ in 7",  1 ~ j < k. Since e~ is 
necessary to the derivation, its right member must be transformed into a numeral. 
This implies that there is a subcomputation, 7, of 7* which produces an evaluation 
equation for v. Since v* ~ v, Theorem 6 implies that v* must occur in the right 
member of some equation e i of 7 and therefore of 7*. Since e~ is necessary to the 
derivation, 7 would have to contain a subcomputation, 7 i ,  to replace v* in ei by a 
numeral. By Theorem 1, this numeral must be ~, so that 7i would be a shorter 
computation leading to v* = ~; ,  contradicting the minimality of 7*- 

Remark 3. The  transitive closure of the precursor relation < ~  need not be a 
partial ordering as is shown by the trivial example of the proper program, 

l Fa(xl )  = F2(x 0 ; 
Y~(xl)  = Fl(Xl)  ; .  

Nevertheless, let us define ~ ,  to be the union of the transitive closure of ~ and the 
diagonal relation (i.e., v ~ v holds for every valuator v). As usual, we say that ~ . ,  
satisfies the descending chain condition if every descending sequence, -.. ~ va~--~ vz ~ vx, 
"terminates," i.e., there is an integer k such that vk+j = vk for a l l j / >  0. I f  ~ satisfies 
the descending chain condition, then it is a partial ordering. (v* ~ v and v --~.~ v* 
would yield the chain --" v* ~ v ~ v* ~--<~ v, implying that v - -  v*.) If  v* ~ v, 
we shall call v* an antecedent of v. I f  v* = vk ~( vk-1 -< "'" -~ vl <~ v0 = v, we shall 
say that v* is a k-antecendent of v. (k = 0 means v itself.) A sequence of valuators 
vk -< v~_l -<~ "'" ~ vl ~ v0 is called a strictly descending chain of precursors of length k. 

THEOREM 8. In any computation 7 of an evaluation equation for the valuator v, 
every antecedent of v must occur in the right member of at least one equation ofT. 
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Proof. If we can show that in this case every antecedent is also an ancestor, then 
the result will follow from Theorem 6. Let v* be an antecedent. It  is easy to prove v* 
is an ancestor by induction on the length k of the chain of precursors starting with v 
and ending with v*. If k = 1, then v* <( v and v* occurs in the defining term of v or 
in some transformation of the defining term. Hence, v* must be replaced by a numeral 

by a subcomputation of y, which means it is an ancestor. For arbitrary k > l, v*<~ vk-1 
and vk-1 is an ancestor by the induction hypothesis. Hence, as before, v* must be an 

ancestor. 
The representation of the structure of mathematical expressions by trees is a 

technique well-known in computer programming [8]. We apply it now to terms. 

DEFINITION 18. Let t be a term. The  tree of t is a tree defined recursively as 

follows: 

(i) The  root node is the term t itself; 

(ii) The  subtrees of the root node are the trees whose root nodes are the occur- 

rences of all subterms t i of t such that t = f ( h  ,..., tin). 

The  subtrees are ordered according to the left-to-right order of occurrences of the 
terms t i .  (Thus,  it is really an ordered tree.) 

Note that the nodes t i are occurrences of subterms, rather than just  the subterms 
themselves. If  a subterm occurs twice, there will be two different nodes. For example, 

the tree o f f l ( f 2 (x l ) , f 3 (x l ,  x2) ) can be depicted as follows : 

f (f (x), f (x ,x )) 
1 2 1 3 1 2 

f( ,x) 
2 2 

X 
X X 2 
1 1 

DEFINITION 19. By a shoot of a tree ~- we mean a two-level subtree of r, 

a a a k 1 2 

where all the ai are terminal nodes of ~- and no other terminal nodes are connected to b. 

$7x/3/3-3 
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In  the above example, the tree has two shoots: 

? xl) ~ )  

x 1 x 1 x 2 

If  a tree ~- consists of a single node which is a numeral ~, we shall write ~- = ~. 

DEFINITION 20. Let  v be a valuator and p a proper  program. If  v has a defining 
equation in p,  we call the tree of the defining term the defining tree of v. I f  v has no 
defining equation, the defining tree of v is a special one-node tree, (D. The  defining tree 
is denoted by  %(v). (As before, we write 7(v) when p is understood.)  

In  certain practical programming systems (see [8], [9] for examples), "semantics"  
and compilers are defined in terms of transformations on trees. In  system ( L a ,  ~OR) , we 
use a part icular transformation (called Pred) on defining trees. I teration of the Pred 
transformation generates a sequence of trees in a prescribed order. This  sequence 
corresponds to a computation in system #-R (Definition 7) and il luminates the structure 
of the function being computed. 

DEFINITION 21. Let  ~- be the tree of a term. Let  r*  be the r ightmost shoot of z and 
have the form 

f (s i'" "" "Sm) 

Ax 
s I s 2 a m 

where each si is either a numeral or the special node G). The  p-predecessor of ~ is a tree 
Predv(~)'obtained from ~- as follows. 

Case (i). I f  all si are numerals, replace the shoot by the defining tree of the valuator 

f (s l  ,..., sin). I f  r ( f ( s  1 ,..., sin)) = no, also replace the occurrence o f f ( s  1 ..... s,~) in the  
node preceding r*  by no. 
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Case (ii). I f  some si = (1), replace the shoot by the single node, O .  

Case (iii) I f  neither case (i) nor (ii) subsists, Pred,(r)  is undefined. 

Remark  4. In  case (i), if the defining term o f f ( s  1 .... , s,~) is a numeral no, then the 
entire shoot is replaced by the single node no �9 (The tree is "pruned ."  This corresponds 
to an application of the rule of replacement in system ~ .) I f  there is no defining 
equation, the shoot is replaced by the single node (I). (Again, the tree is pruned.) For 
the purpose of defining ~R it would be sufficient to stop the generation of predecessor 
trees the first t ime �9 occurs, since this indicates that there is no function value. 
However, we are also interested in generating all ancestors of valuators as a means to 
gain further insight into the structure of a function. This requires the generation of all 
predecessor trees. Note that case (iii) does not arise if we start with a defining tree of a 
valuator. 

I f  the defining term is not a numeral, an entire defining tree is "grafted" on to the 
tree r in place of the shoot. (This involves a sequence of substitutions to form the 
defining term.) Thus,  the tree either grows or is pruned at each stage in the computation 
of predecessors. I f  it is ever pruned clown to a single numerical node, this will yield the 
value of the function r defined by p (Theorem 9 below). Otherwise, r is undefined. 
This motivates the next definition. 

Case (i). 

Case (ii). 

Case (iii). 
node, 

DEFINITION 22. For each proper program p we define a partial mapping V~ on the 
set of trees to the set of integers as follows: 

I f  r is a single-node tree consisting of a numeral ~, then V~(r) -~ n; 

I f  r is a single (1) node, then V~(r) is undefined; 

For  any tree r which is neither a single numeral node nor a single (1) 

V~(r) = V~(Pred,(r)). (2) 

(As always, we suppress the subscript p whenever possible.) 

Remark  5. Let  (Pred) k, k ~> 0, be the k-fold iteration of the transformation Pred. 
I t  is clear from Definitions 21 and 22 that V(r) = n if and only if there exists k >~ 0 
such that (Pred) k (r) = ~ (i.e., a single numeral node). V(r)  is undefined if (Pred) k (r) 
exists for all k = 1, 2,..., or if (Pred) k (r) = �9 (i.e., a single (1) node) for some k. It  is 
clear that V(r)  is undefined'if (Pred) k (r) contains a (1) node for some k. For then the 
further iteration of Pred can never prune the tree to a single numeral  node. (See case 
(ii) of Definition 21.) This simply reflects the fact that if ~l(n n ..... nlm ) depends on 
~2(n2x ,..., nzk ) and the latter is undefined, then so is the former. The  existence of 
(Pred)k(r) for all k reflects the possibility of an infinite computation (i.e., a nonhalting 
procedure). 
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Remark 6. Let  z(v) be a defining tree. Suppose its rightmost shoot e is as follows: 

- . .  ,~q) 

n I nq 

i.e., all terminal nodes are numerals. V('r(fi(a 1 ,..., r~))) = n o if and only if the tree 
obtained by pruning ~ from ~-(v) and replacing it by the numerical node r 0 is 
(Pred) k (7(v)) for some k ~ 1. This  is clear because V('r(fi(~ a .... , nq))) is an integer n o 
if and only if some k-fold predecessor of the defining tree r ( f~( r  1 ,..., ~q)) is a single 
numeral node no. But applying Pred to r affects only a and replaces a by the defining 
tree z ( f i ( r  1 .... , ra)). The  next k applications of Pred reduce the defining tree to n0. 
Likewise, if V(1-(f~(g 1 ..... no))) is undefined, then VO-(v)) is undefined. 

In the parlance of computer programming, the pruning of shoots corresponds to a 
"bo t tom-up"  processing; e.g,, see [8]. The  complication here is the introduction of 
predecessors of  trees by grafting, which corresponds to the "nesting of subroutine 
calls" in computer  programs. 

DEFINITION 23. Let p be a proper program. Let the principal function name f,  be 
of degree m in p. The  partial function r : .A/'~- --~ JV" such that 

r  .... , n , . )  : v ~ ( ~ J v ) ) ,  (3)  

where v is the va lua to r f (g  1 ..... ~ , ) ,  is called the tree function defined by p. 

As a consequence of the next theorem, equation (3) may be regarded as another 
kind of normal form for recursive functions [1]. 

Tn~orU~M 9. Let ~ be the tree function defined by a proper program p and let ~ : q~ R(P ) 
as in Definition 10. Then r : 4. 

Proof. Suppose ~b(n a ,..., n m ) :  no. This  implies V ( - r ( v ) ) :  n o and therefore, 
there exists k > / 0  such that (Pred)k(~-(v)) : rio, where v : f (n l  ..... nm), f being the 
principal function name in p. Now, ~-(v) is obtained by forming the defining term, 
t o , of v, which involves a finite sequence of substitutions. T h e n  in k applications of 
Pred, T(v) is transformed into a numeral  node n0 �9 Each application of Pred corresponds 
either to a replacement (of a valuator by a numeral) or to a finite sequence of substitu- 
tions, as explained in Remark 4 above. Thus ,  there exists a finite computation, the last 
equation of which is f (n l  ,'.-, n,~) = no ; .  This  implies 4~(nx .... , n~) : no. (A more 
precise proof  can be given by using induction on k.) 
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Conversely, suppose ~(n 1 ..... n,~) = n o . This implies that there exists a finite 
computation ), ending with the equation v = 4 o ; .  We may suppose 7 is a minimal 
length computation. We shall prove (by induction on the length of~,) that the existence 
of) '  implies that (Pred)k(r(v)) ~ 40 for some k >~ 0. If),  is of length 1, then the defining 
term of v must be n0. Hence, r(v) = no and k = 0. Let )' be of length L > 1. Then, 
~-(v) has at least one shoot. Let ~, the rightmost shoot, have root vi = fi(~i~ .... ,4iq). 
This valuator must be replaced by a numeral ~q by a subcomputation )" of 7. Since 
the length of )" is less than L, we invoke the induction hypothesis to obtain 
(Pred)~(~-(vi)) ---- 4~. ~ for some ki .  By Remark 6, (Pred)~'(r(v)) consists of r(v) with 
replaced by ~io. We now apply the same argument to (Pred)~,(r(v)). Its rightmost shoot 
again has a root which is a valuator v~. = fj(~j~ ,..., ~i,) that must be replaced by a 
subcomputation of ),. To see this, observe that if v~. is a node of ,(v), then this is 
certainly true. I f  vj is not a node of r(v), it must arise from a subtree whose root is a 
term of the formf~(K 6 ..... vi ..... ~.). Replacement of v i by ~io converts this term into 
vs �9 Hence, in either case, it is necessary that v~ be replaced by a numeral to convert the 
defining term of v into ~0 �9 Again, the induction hypothesis allows us to prune v~. from 
the tree. Continuing in this way, we obtain a single numeral node after a finite number 
of prunings. Thus,  there exists k such that (Pred)k(r(v)) = n o . By the first part of the 
proof, this implies that ~(n 1 ..... n~) = n o . Since ~ is a function, n o = n o . By the 
definition of ~b, we also have ~(nl ,..., nm) ~- no. This completes the proof. 

In effect, we have proven that if it is possible to derive an evaluation equation from 
the proper program p, then it is possible to do so by the particular algorithm of forming 
tree predecessors, as required by equation (3). This allows us to restate the definition 
of the semantic operator ~R restricted to proper programs p. We define ~R(P) ---- ~b, 
where $ is the tree function given by (3). This makes it possible to define a compiler 
T'R such that I'R(p) is a Turing program which iterates the Pred transformation as 
required by (2). To prove the correctness of FR we have only to verify that I'R(p) carries 
out the Pred transformation correctly. It  is fairly obvious that this can be done, that is, 
that there is an effective procedure in the form of a Turing machine which performs 
the Pred transformation. To construct one is an exercise in the programming of 
Turing machines. We shall not go through this exercise in detail. However, in the next 
section, we sketch such a machine, giving enough detail to demonstrate how trees can 
be represented in a machine and their predecessors computed. Before doing this, we 
prove one more result on the structure of proper programs. 

THEOREM 10. I f  ~ satisfies the descending chain condition, then it is a recursive 
relation and the domain of the function defined by p is a recursive set. 

Proof. Let v be any valuator. It is clear that every antecedent, v*, of v must occur 
as a node in (Pred)k(r(v)) for some k ~> 0. (Proof by induction on the length of the 
chain of precursors, as in Theorem 8. Also, see Remark 4.) Furthermore, each root v* 
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of a shoot in (Pred)~(r(v)) is an antecedent of v (provided all the terminal nodes are 
numerals), since either v* is obtained by grafting, in which case it is a precursor of  
some valuator in (Pred)k-i(T(v)), i > /1 ,  or it is obtained by pruning. Therefore, 
(Pred)k(r(v)) must  become a single node for some k, since otherwise there would be an 
infinite strictly descending chain of precursors. Since each application of Pred is 
carried out by an effective procedure, we can generate all antecedents of v by applying 
Pred to r(v) until a single node is obtained. Then  to determine whether v* ~ v, we 
simply inspect the finite set of antecedents generated. 

By choosing v to be f (n l  ..... n,n), where f is the principal function of p,  we can 
determine whether (n 1 ,..., n~) is in the domain of qS. I t  will be in the domain if the 
repeated application of Pred reduces r(v) to a numerical node and not in the domain if 
the node ~ results. These are the only two possibilities. 

Remark 7. Obviously, the converse of Theorem 10 does not hold true. T h e  
program 

l fa(O) = f2(0) ; 
P :  fz(0) = f l (0 ) ,  

is a trivial example which shows that ~-~ can be recursive and yet give rise to infinite 
descending chains of precursors. Thus ,  the descending chain condition is not necessary 
for ~ to be recursive. As a sufficient condition, it is of some use, since it may be 
possible to determine whether it holds for a given p simply f rom the syntactic struc- 
ture ofp .  For example, suppose we definefj  to be an immediate auxiliary function name 
offi iff~. occurs on the right side of an equation containing f / i n  its left member.  We 
write f j  Cfi in this case. Taking the transitive closure of C we obtain the relation _C. 
I f f j  Cfi we say that f j  is an auxiliary function name o f f / .  This  relation is obviously 
recursive, since we can generate all auxiliary functions offi by simply tracing through 
the equation o f p  and forming first a tree of immediate auxiliary function names off i ,  
then extending that tree by the immediate auxiliary function names of the next level 
which have not already occurred and so on until no new function names are encoun- 
tered. Now, a sufficient condition that ~.~ satisfy the descending chain condition is that 
no function name be an auxiliary function name of itself. This  is so because 

fJ (n l  ..... rim) ~ fi(ni~ ,..., t/iq) implies f j  C~ fi  and an infinite chain of precursors must  
contain a repetition of some function name in p. However, we may have fi C f~ and 
still have the descending chain condition as the following example shows: 

l&(o) = 1; 
.Fl(X 1 + 1) = FI(Xl) ; 

Indeed, any program involving a recursion will have somef i  w i th f i  _Cfi. Hence, the 
above sufficient condition is quite restrictive and more general ones obviously exist. 
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6. A COMPILER, -/-'R , FOR PROPER PROGRAMS 

Let p be a proper program. We shall construct FR so that FR(p) will be a Turing 
program consisting of two parts: a variable part 1~ which depends on p and a fixed part 
I~ which is independent of p. 1~ consists of a string of instructions which write the 
word p on the tape. I u performs the Pred transformation. Thus, F R is a rather simple 
compiler. Given p, it simply produces the instructions 1~ which cause p to be written 
as a string of characters on a Turing machine tape. It then appends a copy of the fixed 
program I~ to I~. We shall not take the time to give the instructions o f / 'R  which 
produce I~, since this is a straightforward simple matter. The proof of the correctness 
of/ '~ is reduced to a proof that I~ does in fact compute V~,(r) according to equation (2). 
To give a rigorous proof of the latter, we must formulate I~ in sufficient detail so that 
we can verify that Definitions 18-21 are being implemented. Unfortunately, if I,, were 
written in one of the basic Turing machine languages as in [3] or in one of its variations 
[4], [5] or [6], it would be extremely difficult to perceive, much less prove, that I u does 
what the natural language descriptions in Definitions 18-21 require. Therefore, we 
shall write the description o f I  u in terms of "macro" instructions expressed in natural 
language. It will be evident that the macros are effective procedures. We shall group 
them into "subroutines." It is convenient to use a modified version of the Turing 
machine which exhibits some features of "real" compilers. 

Our Turing machine will have six tapes, each being potentially infinite and having 
an independent read/write head. The tapes are as follows. 

Program Tape: Contains the program p; 

Valuator Tape: Contains the "current" valuator term, f (n l  ..... nm), 
corresponding to the rightmost shoot of a tree; Initially 
contains valuator of principal function name and given 
(~1 . . . .  , ~m).  

Substitution Tape: For computing the defining term of the current 
valuator; 

Stack of Defining Terms: For generating predecessor trees by recording the 
defining terms of rightmost shoots; 

Numerical Value Tape: For recording the numerical value of a valuator; 

Output Tape: Value of ft. Initially contains the symbol (I). 

We shall represent the tree of a defining term by the term itself. Then the rightmost 
shoot is just the rightmost subterm of depth 1, which is easily found by scanning the 
term from right-to-left until the first function name is found; e.g., inFl(Fz(3), Fs(1 , 0)) 
the subterm Fa(1, 0) represents the rightmost shoot. 

The procedure I u for computing the value of ~ according to equations (2), (3) con- 
sists of four subroutines. 
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Subroutine 1. Search Program Tape for Defining Equation of Current Valuator v. 
The program p is scanned for an equation e whose left member can be transformed 
into v by substitutions. I f  none is found, Iu halts with (I) on the Output  Tape, indicating 
an undefined function value. If  e is found, go to Subroutine 2. 

Subroutine 2. Calculate the Defining Term -r(v). Equation e is copied on the 
Substitution Tape. The numerals in the current valuator v are substituted for the 
appropriate variables to transform e into the defining equation v ~- t ; .  The  defining 
term t is stored in the top of the Stack. I f  t is not a numeral, go to Subroutine 4. I f  
t -~ ~, go to Subroutine 3. 

Subroutine 3. Pruning the Tree. Store ~ on the Numerical Value Tape. Erase 
from the top of the Stack. If  the Stack is not empty, bring the previous defining term 
t o to the top. Replace the rightmost subterm of depth 1 in t o by ~ and exit to Subrou- 
tine 4. I f  the Stack is empty, record ~ on the Output Tape and halt. 

Subroutine 4. Mark the Rightmost Subterm of Depth 1 in the Defining Term at the 
Top of the Stack. As explained above, the term at the top of the Stack is scanned from 
right-to-left until a function name, f i ,  is found. The term fi(~ 1 ,..., ~ )  representing 
the rightmost shoot is delimited by special markers and is copied on the Valuator 
Tape, erasing the previous contents. Exit to Subroutine 1. I f  the top of the Stack 
contains a numeral ~, then ~ is recorded on the Output Tape and the machine halts. 

We must now verify that the Tur ing  program Iu computes the tree function ~b 
defined by program p. 

We shall first prove that one iteration of Subroutines 1 through 4 computes the 
predecessor of a tree, i.e., it carries out one application of the Pred~ transformation on 
the tree 7~(Vo) , where v o --  f (n t  ..... ~ )  and f is the principal function name in the 
program p. 

Initially, the m-tuple (na ..... nm) is placed on the Valuator Tape as "input data." 
The program p is written on the Program Tape by the program 1~. Then p is scanned 
until the last equation is found and the principal function name is copied onto the 
Valuator Tape to form the t e r m f ( ~  1 ,..., ~ ) .  Then execution of lu  begins. 

Subroutine 1 seeks to find a defining equation for v 0 . I f  none is found, then 
~b(n 1 .... ,nm) is undefined. This is indicated by the machine's halting with the symbol 

on its Output  Tape. In this case, ~(Vo) is undefined; i.e., (Pred) ~ is undefined. I f  
there is a defining equation e, Subroutine 2 is executed. 

Subroutine 2 does the simple task of substituting appropriate numerals for variables 
to transform the left member of e, f ( t  1 ,..., t,~), i n to f (~  1 ..... ~ ) .  At the same time, the 
right member is transformed into the defining term t o . This is a simple procedure 
that involves some counting and substituting, but little more. It  corresponds to the 
implementation of a "subroutine call" in real programming languages, whereby the 
values specified by the call statement (in this case nl ,..., fire) are stored in place of the 
subroutine parameters (t x ,..., tin). t o is recorded at the top of the Stack. 
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If  t o is a numeral no, then r~(v) = n0 and V~(%(Vo)  ) = n o by case (i) of Definition 
22. Hence, qS(n,..., nm) - no. This is indicated by Subroutine 3, which removes no 
from the Stack. This empties the Stack and causes no to be recorded on the Output 
Tape as the desired result. 

I f  t o is not a numeral, this indicates that 7-(Vo) has a predecessor. Subroutine 4 begins 
the process of computing Pred(T(Vo) ) by finding the rightmost shoot. The  latter is 
represented by the valuator term, v i ~ fi(~it ,..., ni~) say, which is the rightmost 
depth-1 term in t o . To  form Pred(z(Vo)), the defining term of v i  must be found. This 
can be done by erasing the Valuator Tape and writing v i  on it. The  entire process is 
then repeated by calling Subroutine 1 again. 

We have shown that the first execution of Subroutines 1-4 produces a representation 
of r(vo) at the top of the tack and a representation of the rightmost shoot v, on the 
Valuator Tape, provided these exist. I f  T(v0) is undefined, ~ appears on the Output 
Tape and if ~-(v0) = n0, then /10 appears on the Output Tape. Thus, the zeroth 
application of Pred is performed. 

Subsequent executions of Subroutines 1-4 produce Pred(~-(Vo)), (Pred)2(~(vo)),..., 
and the machine halts either if (Pred)k(r(v0)) is a numeral or if some valuator has no 
defining equation. In the latter case, Pred is defined by pruning the shoot represented 
by the valuator and replacing it by (I). However, I~, recognizes that this implies 
~b(n 1 ..... nm) is undefined and therefore halts with (I) on the Output  Tape. To  actually 
prove that the (k ~- 1)-st iteration of Subroutines 1-4 produces r k ~ (Pred)k(~-(v0)), 
we use induction on k. Assume that ~-k-1 = (Pred)k-l(r(Vo)) has been produced by 
iteration on k. The  tree %-1 is represented on the Stack Tape as a sequence of trees 
r(Vo), r(vl),..., ~-(vk-1), where each r ( v i )  is the defining tree of the rightmost shoot of  
r(vi-1). In  fact, the Stack consists of the sequence of terms t o , t~ ,..., tk-1 where t~ is 
the defining term of the rightmost subterm of depth 1 in t~_ 1 . The  rightmost subterm 
of tk-1 is the valuator v~ which has been so marked and has also been written on the 
Valuator Tape. 

Now, Subroutine 1 operates on v k as explained before for v o . I f  it finds a defining 
equation for vk,  then Subroutine 1 adds the defining term tk to the top of the Stack. 
If  tk is a numeral ~ ,  Subroutine 3 temporarily stores ~ on the Numerical Value Tape, 
then removes ~k from the Stack, bringing tk_ 1 to the top again in the usual stack 
operation. The  rightmost subterm in tk-1 is vk, as previously marked. This is replaced 
by its numerical value ~e. This corresponds to case (i) of Definition 21 and is the 
pruning operation (Remark 4) required to form ~-k. Pruning can be done unless tk_ 1 is 
the empty term. (This can only happen on the first iteration and if the defining term 
of v o is a numeral ~70 . This case has already been discussed.) I f  t k is not a numeral, it 
remains at the top of the Stack, which now represents %.  Subroutine 4 is called and 
marks the rightmost term vk+ 1 , of depth 1 in t k . Then vk+l, representing the right- 
most shoot in r e , replaces v k on the Valuator Tape. Thus, the (k + 1)-st iteration of 
Subroutines I-4 does produce a representation of (Pred)k(~'(Vo)), k - -  0, l, 2,.... I f  this 
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is ever a numeral ~, then ~ is placed on the Output Tape and represents ~(nl ,..., rim) 
as required by equation (3). 

This proves that the compiler -Pg which maps p onto the Turing program I j ~  is 
correct. The compiler is, as we have said, "simplified by the use of the "universal" 
program I~,. F R has only to produce I~ ,  a very simple program which merely "inputs" 
the program p into the Turing machine. Therefore, it does very little "compiling" in 
the usual programming sense of producing a sequence of Turing instructions for each 
equation in program p. This is partly due to our method of treating each reference to 
an equation by making a copy of the specific instance of the equation with numerals 
substituted for variables. In real computers, this would be wasteful of memory space. 
Instead a single copy of a subroutine is held in memory and the parameters are assigned 
fixed memory locations relative to the location of the subroutine. A reference to the 
subroutine causes specific values of the parameters to be placed in the fixed memory 
locations. However, if recursive subroutine reference is to be allowed--as in our 
system (LR, ~R)--then a stack of parameter locations and reentry points must be 
provided and the updating of the stack becomes very much like that of our Stack Tape. 
(See, for example, [9].) If  we had chosen instead of the Turing machine as a model of 
a computer a model in which the memory locations are labeled [lO], then we would 
have constructed a more realistic compiler which produced a machine program 
resembling existing assembly programs. Since the instructions in a Turing program 
are addressable, this requires only the introduction of (symbolic) addresses for data. 
We could also modify LR by introducing certain constant function names, such as 
f+ for addition and f ,  for multiplication, to denote the ordinary arithmetic operations. 
The tree formulation of it' R would remain valid, except that a shoot such as 

~ (i,2) 

1 2 

would be pruned directly and replaced by the numeral 3 without requiring a search for 
a defining term. Incidentally, we could have used a somewhat less redundant tree 
structure to represent a term. Thus, instead of the above tree, we could use 

1 2 
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or more generally, 

f 

t I t m 

for the tree of the t e rmf ( t  t ,..., t,~). Other modifications of LR can be made which make 
it resemble such languages as F O R T R A N  and A L G O L  more closely, without 
destroying its essential features (such as its nonprocedural nature). For example, we 
could introduce "functor names" to denote functionals as in [2]. This is an alternative 
to the lambda notation which has interesting possibilities in programming theory. 
However, we shall leave these matters for future research. 
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